Due to its obvious practical relevance, the Time-Cost Tradeoff Problem has achieved the attention of many researchers over the last thirty years. Within this context, we consider projects given by a set of single activities and precedence constraints on these activities. The duration of each activity is variable. However, the shorter the chosen duration is, the higher is the cost caused by executing the activity. This defines the proper time-cost tradeoff: short project durations correspond to high cost and vice versa.
Introduction
An instance P of the Time-Cost TradeoffProblem is a project given by a finite set of activities Jp = J together with a partial order (J, 4). The activities are indivisible and must hence be executed without any interruption. The structure of the project is described by the partial order: for two different activities jl and j2 the relation jt 4 jz means that the execution of activity j2 may not be started before activity jl is ended. In order to carry out the project, all the activities have to be executed such that the precedence constraints given by the partial order are respected.
The duration of an activity j E J, i.e., the difference between its start and completion time, depends on the cost that is paid for it. The shorter the duration of an activity is ' Technische Univecsit&t Berlin, Fachbereich Mathematik, MA 6-1, Stmlk des 17. Juni 136, D-10623 Berlin, Gem~any, E-mail: skutella@math.tu-berlin.de chosen, the higher is the cost caused by its execution. This correlation is described by a non-increasing non-negative COSt function 4 = Cj : l& + l& U (-1 for each activity j E J, where cj(t) is the cost caused by executing activity j with duration t. We will drop the upper index P at any symbol whenever it is clear from the context.
We assume that a project P is always given by its socalled edge diagram. This is a directed acyclic graph, where the activities j E J are represented by some edges of the graph, such that for jr, jz E J there is a directed path from jr to j2 if and only if jr 4 j2. There may be additional dummy edges in the graph which do not correspond to true activities, but their number can always be bounded by the cardinality of J. Hence the number of activities is at most doubled if we add for each such dummy edge a dummy activity j to J with Cj(t) = 0 for all t >_ 0. Thus, we may assume that all the edges of the graph correspond to activities j E J.
A realization .x?' = x E KQJ of the project P is an assignment of durations xj to activities j E J. The total cost C?'(X) = C(X) of the realization x is given by C(X) = C Cj(Xj)s jEJ
The project duration tP(x) = t(x) of the realization x is the time needed by the earliest start schedule, which starts each activity at the earliest time possible with respect to the precedence constraints and the durations Xi. The project duration clearly equals the length of a longest chain in the partial order, which is itself the length of a longest directed path in the corresponding edge diagram. Thereby, the length of an edge corresponding to an activity j equals the chosen duration xj.
For a given project P we consider two problems, the first one is the Budget Problem: For a given budget B > 0, find a shortest realization x satisfying c(x) 5 B.
Therefore, we are interested in the time function T$ = & : lR+ 4 I& u { -} that gives the minimum time Topl (B) needed for realizing project P with budget B:
T,,,(B) := min{t(x) 1 x E R+.J, c(x) 5 B}.
Since this minimum exists in all the cases that we will consider, the function is well-defined. The second problem is the 501 Deadline Problem: For a given project duration T 1 0 (deadline) find a cheapest possible realization x satisfying r(x) 2 T. Therefore, we are interested in the budget fimction B$ = B 0r,t : Iw, + l& U {-} that gives the minimum budget B,,(T) needed for realizing project P in time T : B,,,(T) := min{ c(r) 1 x E lRQJ, t(r) 5 T}.
Again the minimum exists in all the cases that we will consider.
A realization x of the project P is an optimal realization if C(X) = Bopt (t(x)) and t(x) = Z&(C(X)). This means that x is an optimal realization if P can be realized neither cheaper nor shorter without increasing time or cost. An optimal realization x is called optimal for a deadline T 2 0, if c(x) = B,(T).
It is called optimal for a budget B 1 0, if w = T&B). Notice, that there is not always an optimal realization x for a given budget B 2 0 satisfying c(x) = B, since the slope of the time function TC,l;,p may be zero in some interval containing B. But for arbitrary B, T E R+ the inequalities hold by definition of the functions B,, and XJ,,t. Thus, a realization x is optimal if and only if these inequalities are tight for the budget B = c(x) and the deadline T = t(x).
The Budget Problem and the Deadline Problem are special parts of the Time-Cost Tradeoff Problem, which has been formulated almost forty years ago by Kelley and Walker [6] : find optimal realizations for all deadlines T 2 0 and for all budgets B > 0. They considered activities with corresponding cost functions given as affine linear functions over closed intervals. This problem has independently been solved by Kelley [5] and Fulkerson [3] . Later, Philips and Dessouky [8] gave an improved version of the original algorithms. In Section 2, we state some important properties of linear projects and present the algorithm of Phillips and Dessouky.
In Section 3, we introduce the so-called discrete projects, where the duration of each activity can be chosen from a finite number of alternatives. We show that every discrete project can be transformed in linear time into another discrete project with at most two alternatives for the duration of each activity, where the shorter of two possible durations is zero. Furthermore, we introduce a relaxation of discrete projects to linear projects and discuss the connections between them.
It is much more difficult to find optimal realizations for discrete projects than for linear projects, In fact, it is shown in [l] that the problem is NP-hard. Nevertheless, the problem has been frequently considered, see [2] . However, to the best of the author's knowledge no polynomial time approximation algorithm with constant performance guarantee has yet been known.
In Section 4, we give a z 3-a pp roximation algorithm for the Budget Problem of projects with alternatives O/ 1 or O/2 for the duration of each activity. We can also show that this is the best result one can expect for these projects, unless P=NP.
In Section 5, we consider the more general class of projects that can be transformed into projects with alternatives hj/kj for the duration of each activity j E .Z, where hj E (0, kj} and kj E [ 1 ,q. These are exactly the projects where the ratio of the maximum allowed duration of any activity to the minimum allowed non-zero duration of any activity is bounded by e (e.g. this ratio clearIy equals 2 for projects with alternatives O/ 1 or O/2 for the duration of each activity). In this case we can give an approximation algorithm for the Budget Problem with a performance ratio that depends logarithmically on f!. We show that this worst case ratio for our algorithm is sharp. On the other hand we can argue, why the algorithm gives much better results for wide classes of projects.
In the sequel, we shall often refer to the following two basic properties of realizations for general projects. Pro05 Let Z,Z' c J be the activities corresponding to a longest path in the edge diagram with respect to x respectively x', then
in case a) and
In this section we consider projects P where the duration of each activity j E J has to be chosen out of a certain positive interval belonging to this activity. Moreover, the cost function cj is afline linear and decreasing within that interval. Therefore, the cost function can be described by the parameters a; = Uj, bp = bj, cj(aj), cj(bj) E R+ for each activity j E .I, where aj 5 bj are the boundaries of the interval and cj(aj) 2 cj(bj) define the afhne linear and nonincreasing function. Hence the entire cost function can be written in the following form:
An instance P of the described form is called a linearproject.
The Linear Z'?me-Cost Tradeoff Problem (LTCT Problem) consists of all linear projects. Since the realization x = b is obviously the shortest realization of a linear project P for the minimum budget c(b) and since there can be no cheaper realization of P at all, it must be an optimal realization for the deadline t(b). Moreover, the duration t(a) of the realization a is the shortest deadline that can be reached with finite cost, though a is not an optimal realization for this deadline in general. Proof: It is shown in [3] that the function B,, has the stated properttes. Smce T,, is essentially the inverse function of Bopt (at least within the interesting interval), the lemma is proven. 0
Therefore, it suffices to know all the breakpoints of the function B,, in order to construct the functions B,, and &t. Starting with the optimal realization b, algorithm LTCT-SOLVER computes a sequence of optimal realizations for decreasing deadlines and increasing budgets. This sequence contains optimal realizations for all the breakpoints of Bopt and Cpt.
LTCT-SOLVER (P) 1 setx:=xo:=bandp:=O 2 while t(x) > t(a) do p:=p+l find a cut in the edge diagram of P that can be used to shorten the project duration t(x) with minimum cost per time Cain update x by shortening the project along the cut as long as this is possible with C~i, cost per time setx, :=x The following lemma is crucial for finding good realizations of discrete projects, which will be considered in the next section. In each iteration the durations of activities along the selected cut are changed by integers, compare [8] , and the project duration is decreased by at least 1. Therefore, the realization x stays integral during each iteration of the algorithm and the number of iterations is bounded by t(b) -t(a). cl A similar integrality result was already achieved by Fulkerson [3] , although his algorithm is slightly different. A more detailed discussion of the stated results for linear projects can be found in [5] , [8] and [9] . An order-theoretic view of the problem can be found in [7] .
3 The Discrete Time-Cost lkadeoff Problem
We consider projects P with a finite number of alternatives 0 5 aj,l < . . . < aj,lj for the duration of each activity j E J and corresponding COSTS 00 > cj(aj,l) > *. * > cj(Uj,lj). W.l.O.g. we can assume that Cj(Uj,lj) = 0. Thus, the Cost function cj of an activity j can be described as a step function of the form if 0 <t < Uj,l,
if Uj,i < t < Uj,i+l, 1 5 i < lj, 0 if Uj,lj 5 t.
Since there is only a finite number of ahematives for each activity of the project, there are obviously only finitely many optimal realizations of P. Hence the functions B, and T&t are step functions too. An instance P of the described form is called a discrete project. The Discrete Time-Cost Tradeoff Problem (DTCT Problem) consists of all the discrete projects.
LEMMA 3.1. Every discrete project is equivalent to another discrete project with at most two alternatives hj 5 kj for each activity j E J, i.e., lj _< 2, and hj = 0 if lj = 2. Furthermore, the transformation between the two projects can be done in linear time.
Proof We replace an activity j by lj parallel activities jl ,*a* , jlj (corresponding to lj parallel edges in the edge diagram) with cost functions given by
for 1 5 i s lj, where cj(aj,c) := m. The described transfermation can obviously be done in linear time. a
Because of Lemma 3.1 we can now assume that a discrete project is always given in the following form: there are at most two possible durations hj 2 kj with hj E {O,kj) for each activity j E J with corresponding costs cj(hj) 2 cj(kj) and cj(hj) > cj(kj), if hj < kj.
For the same reason that 6" is an optimal realization for a linear project I', we know that k is an optimal realization for the discrete project P. Moreover, the duration t(h) is the shortest deadline that can be reached with finite cost, though h is not an optimal realization in general. As mentioned above, it is shown in [l] that it is NP-hard to find optimal realizations for discrete projects.
The linear relaxation of a discrete project
The linear relaxation P of a discrete project P consists of the same set of activities Jp = Jp and its structure is defined by the same partial order (J,+) on this set. Hence the edge diagram corresponding to-P is the same as for P. The interval [a;, b$'] is given by a; = h; and b; = k; for each activity j E J. The cost functions 4 are defined by CT(Uj) = Cp(hj) and cy(bj) = $(kj) for j E J. LEMMA 3.2. Zf n is an optimal realization of P with Xj E {aj, bj} for each activity j E J, then x is also an optimal realization of P.
Proof The stated result fohows immediately from the fact that f(x) = tP(x) and s(x) > cp (x) for any realization
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The following lemma shows that under certain circumstances one can find optima1 realizations of the discrete project P by looking for optimal realizations of its linear relaxation B.
LEMMA 3.3. Let r > 0 and P be an instance of the DTCT Problem satisfying kj E (0, r} for all j E J. Then the optimal realizations of P are optimal realizations of P as well and algorithm LTCT-SOLVER can be used to compute optimal realizations of P for all the project durations T E rlV,-, with t(h) 2 T 5 t(k) in 0( 1J13 log IJI) time.
Proof W.l.o.g., we can assume r = 1. If we use algorithm LTCT-SOLVER to compute optimal realizations for the linear relaxation P of P, in each iteration the project duration is obviously decreased by 1. Therefore, Xj E {aj, bj) for all j E J during the whole algorithm. By Lemma 3.2 algorithm LTCT-SOLVER returns optimal realizations x of P for eachintegral time T satisfying t(h) = t(a) 5 T 5 t(b) = t(k). Since t(b) -t(a) 2 ]J] by Lemma 1.1 b), the result for the running time follows from Lemma 2.2. 0
We use the following notation: a discrete project P is an instance of the L-DTCT problem for an integer f? E R, if kj E {O,l,... ,e} for each activity j E J. Thus Lemma 3.3 says that optimal realizations for instances of the l-DTCT problem can be found in polynomial time.
If we now consider the Budget problem or the Deadline problem for an instance P of the L-DTCT Problem, the situation seems to be much harder than in Lemma 3.3. One possibility to get good realizations for these problems is to compute an optimal realization .Z for the linear relaxation P of P and to round it to a feasible realization for P. But in order to get results from such a rounding that are provably near the optimum, we should start with an integral realization 2 for P. Therefore, we call a realization 2 integral optimal for a budget B (for a deadline T), if f is the shortest (cheapest) integral realization of P satisfying c(Z) 5 B (respectively t(f) 5 T). The following lemma states some important properties of integral optimal realizations. LEMMA 3.4. Let P be a discrete project with kj E N for all j E J and let Z be a realization for the linear relaxation P of P.
The realization X is integral optimal for the budget B Cfor the deadline T) if and only if it is integral and optimalfor the deadline [T&t(B)] Cfor the deadline LTj ).
If 2 is integral optimal for the budget B, then t(Z) I: T&,(B) and algorithm LTCT-SOLVER can be used to compute 2.
Proof Part a) of the lemma is clear and part b) follows easily from Lemma 2.2 and the construction of algorithm LTCT-SOLVER. III When we are looking for solutions to the Deadline Problem of the project P, we could first compute an integral optimal realization 5 of P for the budget B. Then we have to round the durations of activities j with Zj 5 kj -1 to hj = 0, because rounding them to kj could possibly increase the project duration and violate the deadline. If P is an instance of the C-DTCT Problem, this gives us an approximation algorithm with performance guarantee C by Lemma 1.1 b) and Lemma 3.4 b). In fact this seems to be the best that we can do at the moment. Note, that we had to start with an integral optimal realization 2, because otherwise we could not give any bound for the rounding of fj < kj to hj = 0.
When we are looking for solutions to the Budget Problem, we should round the durations of activities j with zj 2 1 = hj + 1 to kj, because rounding them to h,j = 0 would increase the cost and violate the budget. Again, this gives us an approximation algorithm with performance guarantee C by Lemma 3.4 b). But in this situation we can in fact get better results. Because unlike the situation of the Deadline Problem we can now repair the violation of the budget caused by rounding some durations to hj = 0, if we save cost by rounding other durations to kj.
We get another type of approximation result, if we allow slight violations of a given budget or deadline for a discrete project P . In this case, we can round the duration ij of an optimal realization for the linear relaxation to the shorter or longer alternative hj or kj depending on the position of zj in the time interval [h ', kj] . If we round, for example, zj to hj whenever zj 5 2 (hi + kj) and else to kj, we get a realization x for the discrete project satisfying C(X) 2 2B and t(x) 5 21;P,,(B) for a given budget B. This idea can be generalized to compute for any cc > 1 a realization x of P with C(X) 5 cr.B and r(x) 5 (1 + i)-IT$(B) for a given budget B or t(x) 5 aT and C(X) 5 (1 + i)-'Bcpt(T) for a given deadline T.
The Approximability of the 2-DTCT Problem
We are now going to consider the Budget Problem for instances of the 2-DTCT Problem. Hence we are given a discrete project P with kj E (0, 1,2} for each activity j E J and a budget B >_ 0. As described above, we first use algorithm LTCT-SOLVER in order to find an integral optimal realization f of the linear relaxation of P for the budget B.
The main idea of our algorithm called MIN-TIME-2 PROJECT-REALIZATION is to round this realization 2 in a clever way in order to get a good realization of P. First of all we can fix the duration for each activity j with l?j E {hj,kj} to 5.j. As mentioned above, we could get a 2-approximation algorithm by just setting xj := 2 for all the other activities. But in algorithm h&N-TIME-2-PROJECT-REALIZATION we apply a better idea. We construct another linear project P' where only the durations of activities that are not yet decided can be chosen out of the interval [ 1,2] = [hj + 1, k,j] . This new project is used to decide, which activities are suitable for saving cost by rounding their duration to k,i = 2. This saving enables us to round the remaining activities to h,j = 0 without vioIating the cost constraint. k&N-TIME-2-PROJECT-REALIZATION (P, B) use algorithm LTCT-SOLVER to compute an integral optimal realization x" of the linear relaxation I' of P for the budget B construct a new linear project P' from P and a in the following way: Proof By construction of p and P' we know that the cost functions 4 and $ coincide with 4 for all the interesting durationsxj. Therefore we only use the symbols cj = 4 and c = 2. For similar reasons we use the symbol t instead of tP , tp and t'. We will first show that the realization x of P does not violate the budget B, i.e., C(X) 5 B. Since cj(Xj) = Cj(Yj) for all j E J with x'j E {hj, kj}, we get Now we want to show that t(x) 5 /$Z$,,(B)l. By construction of P' we know that by 5 Ej for each activity j, hence t(bP') _< 2t(Z) by Lemma 1.1 a). If we consider AZ as a realization of P', we get q$(B) 5 t(Z), since c(X) 5 B. Lemma 3.4 b) yields t(Z) 5 r$(B), hence Since xj 5 ij for all j E J, the result follows by Lemma 1.1 a).
q
The main idea of the proof is described in Figure 1 . Since the budge<for the realization x' is at least the average of the cost of x" and bP', the convexity of the function TO$, yields that t (x') is up to integrality at most the average of t(n) and t(bP)).
Since steps 2 and 4 of algorithm MIN-TIME-,2-PRO-JECT-REALIZATION can be done in linear time, its running time is dominated by the two calls of the algorithm LTCT-SOLVER. By Lemma 1.1 b) and Lemma 2.2 the overall running time is O((J3 log IJI). Finally, we want to show that there can be no better approximation algorithm for the considered problem. THEOREM 4.2. There is no polynomial time algorithm computing a realization x for each instance P of the 2-DTCT Problem andfor arbitrary budgets B 10, such that c(x) < B and t(x) < $T,,,,p(B), unless P = NP.
Proo$ It is shown in [l] that it is NP-hard to decide whether or not there exists a realization x satisfying c(x) 5 B and t(x) 5 2 for some given budget B for special instances of the 2-DTCT Problem. If there was a polynomial time approximation algorithm with performance guarantee better than i for the Budget Problem, it would find optimal realizations for all the instances with T,,,(B) 5 2 and could therefore be used to solve the NP-hard decision problem. cl 5 An Approximation Algorithm for the DTCT Problem In this section we consider an instance P of the DTCT Problem and present a (3 [log211 + i) -approximation algorithm for the Budget Problem. Here, e is again the ratio of the maximum allowed duration of any activity to the minimum allowed non-zero duration of any activity. By Lemma 3.1 and a trivial resealing argument, we can consider an equivalent project with at most two possible durations hj 5 kj with hi E (0, ki} and kj E (0) U [ I,[] for each activity j E J. The main idea of the approximation is to divide the project P into several projects, to generate a set of optimal realizations for those projects and to combine them in order to get a good realization for the project P.
LetJ~:~{jEJ(2i~k~<2'~1}forO<i~~log~~J. Then the project fi is given by (JR, -?i) MIN-TIME- PROJECT-REALIZATION (P,B) construct the projects PO,. . . , PllogZ !J as defined above use algorithm LTCT-SOLVER to compute the budget functions @ir for 0 5 i < [log,?eJ and optimal realizations of Pi for every deadline t(he) < T < t(kPi) with T E 2's set q := 0 while ,~~~" B$(tPq(k'q)) > B do q := q+ 1 use binary search to find the smallest deadline t(hPq) 5 T 5 t(kPq) with T E 24& satisfying combine the optimal realizations ~8,. . . ,xpl10r2~J of PO , . . . ,Pllog2t, for T to the realization 2 of P and return nP THEOREM 5.1. Algorithm MIN-TIME-PROJECT-REALI-ZATION returns for every project P of the DTCT Problem and budget B 2 0 a realization x of P with c(x) 5 B and t(x) 5 2( [logz1J + l)Z&,l(B), where e is the ratio of the maximum allowed duration of any activity to the minimum allowed non-zero duration of any activity. The running time of the algorithm is 0( 1.113 log /.I/).
Proo$ First of all we want to show, that the time T chosen in step 3 to 5 of the algorithm equals the minimum time ? such that By construction of q in step 4 of the algorithm we know that tfi(kPi) < t for 0 < i < q and tPq (h'q) 5 P 5 t'q(kPq). Since for all i 2 0 and optimal realization pi of Pi the project duration tc(#) is in 2'&, we get p E 2Wla. Therefore, the search in step 5 gives us T = ?. It can be easily seen that the proven performance guarantee for algorithm MIN-TIME-PROJECT-REALIZATION is tight. For q E N and e = 2q+' -1 consider the project P consisting of q + 2 parallel chains 0,. . . ,q + 1 of serial activities. For 0 5 i 2 q the zti chain contains $ activities with alternatives 0 and 2' for their duration. The cost for the long alternatives are zero, while the cost for the short alternatives must exceed the given budget B. The q + lth chain is the concatenation of the other chains, but the long alternatives are 2'+' -1 and the sum of the cost for the short alternatives must not exceed the budget. The optimal duration for this project is obviously 2q, but algorithm MIN-TIME-PROJECT-REALIZATION will only find the trivial realization kP with t(kP) = c:=, %(2'+' -l), which is approximately 2q. 24 = 2 [log2 l] T$(B) for large e. Algorithm MIN-TIME-PROJECT-REALIZATION can in fact be improved to compute a realization x of the project P satisfying t(x) 5 ($og21J +$) -&t(B).
For that we have to put together projects Pzi and Pzt+l for 0 2 i 5 1; log, 11 to a new project consisting of the activities in J2i U Jzi+t , which is an instance of the 2-DTCT problem up to resealing. Now we only have to solve half as many projects as before and can therefore save a factor 2, but we get an additional factor of 5 by Theorem 4.1. The performance ratio of the algorithm can be significantly better, if some of the sets Ji are empty. If for example kj E (0, 1 ,J?} for each activity i E J, we only have to consider the projects PO and P~Q~c~. Moreover, we do not need the rounding of durations in this situation and get a performance ratio of 2. More generally, we can state the following corollary:
COROLLARY 5.1. For a given project P and a budget B algorithm MIN-TIME-PIKNECT-REALIZATION returns a realization x ofP with C(X) 5 B and t(x) 5 2qT,,, (B), where q is the number of non-empty sets Ji.
